The Seven Steps of Precipitation – Hercules
and Amazonia – Step One

BELOVED HERCULES and BELOVED AMAZONIA
- Elohim of the First Ray (Blue Ray)
- Divine Qualities: Faith, Protection, God's Will
- Retreat: Half Dome, Yosemite National Park, Sierra Nevada, California, U.S.A.

Dear Hearts, we begin a journey that you show by being here the willingness to participate
knowing more about the Seven Steps To Precipitation, albeit on varying levels of
understanding and commitment to date. However, that is perfectly aligned to where each of
us are at this time. Yet this endeavour, this unification of willingness by everyone who
wishes to use these amazing Steps, will through the cohesive Powers of Love, raise their
vibrational frequency to Higher Levels of Awareness and in so doing, will give you an even
greater opportunity to expand your Life into the Higher Realms of Christ and God
Consciousness.
We begin here by introducing Beloved Hercules, whom I have invited to speak with you
directly at this most auspicious time, and Beloved Hercules and Amazonia sit with me now as
I write this presentation for you. I have been asked to share an introduction by Hercules that
was given through Thomas Printz at a gathering of Chelas on September 5th 1954. Hercules

has agreed to imbue this introduction with His Full Power and Might. So with no further
adieu I invite Hercules to Speak with you now.

“Beloved Children of The One, I come to you today at the behest of Peter for
the purpose to introduce to you the First Principle of the Seven Steps to
Precipitation. And to save precious time I have asked that Peter include My
Address many years ago that today is even more necessary and more fervently
requires your direct and devoted attention. For today We begin together a
venture of Precipitation that is an extension of something even more Powerful
in the Creation of Manifesting; a New World for All Life on Planet Earth. Take
heed Dear One’s and feel My Will To Do surrounding you and enveloping you
now as you read My Gift to you!
“In the name of God, I bring you the FIRE of Hercules!
“I am the Elohim who embodies the WILL TO DO! I am the Elohim of
DECISION – and God spare me the vacillating man! Everything that has ever
been accomplished on the plane of Earth or in the plane of Heaven has been
accomplished by men and women of decision; by Angels, Elementals and Devas
of Decision; by Beings who have voluntarily chosen to combine the Energies of
their lives with the WILL TO DO! Without that WILL TO DO, there is no
permanence of accomplishment!
“Preceding all action, preceding all manifestation, there must be the WILL TO
DO within the consciousness. In this Universal Scheme, it is My Privilege and
Honour to embody the Fire (enthusiasm) and the WILL TO DO that which God
intends. It is My Joy, My Privilege and My Honour this morning to bring to you
the Pressure of My Love and Flame of My Heart, to Expand upon your
foreheads My Presence, Consciousness and WILL TO DO what God intends!
“Are you content with what you are, what you manifest today? Are you content
with half a loaf when you could have a full one? Are you content to live in
limitations and bodies of decay? It is what you WILL that you manifest!
“FIRE, O God, the Flame of Decision upon the foreheads of these who are yet
the best of the fruits and harvest of My Divine Ray and Kingdom on Earth.
FIRE them with the WILL TO BE what Thy Great Heart would have them be!
FIRE that Flame upon their foreheads, until they WILL to be the opulent,
Precipitating Presence, until they WILL to be the dignified, Embodied Youth of
God, until they WILL to set aside disease, decay and death and know LIFE,

until they WILL to Embody uninterrupted Harmony in the Energies of Their
Being.
“No longer shall the Heart of Hercules, represented by certain chelas embodied
on Earth, WILL to abide in shadows! FIRE them with the remembrance of Their
God Estate, O God! FIRE Them with the WILL to become Manifest Expressions
of God Control to all the sons and daughters of men, Masters, not victims of
circumstance!
“FIRE Them to see with the Sight of God! FIRE Them to Hear the Celestial
Voice of Their Presence! FIRE Them to move upon the Paths of Light! FIRE
Them to Manifest the Healing Presence, by the release of the radiation of
comfort and peace, which flows from “the hems of their garments!” FIRE Them
to reject the lethargy and discordant creations of the mass consciousness of the
race!
“O, Beloved Students of Light! Upon your forehead blazes the Flame of
Hercules! Remember it each morning. Acknowledge it before you proceed into
the activities of the outer world and WILL TO BECOME THAT WHICH GOD
INTENDS!
“I Am Honoured to be the First of the Elohim to bring to you, today, some
Knowledge of Our Activities, to set into motion a Rhythm, in this series of
addresses, by which you may have, for yourselves, and give in printed form to
the world, the Seven Fold Activity of the Mighty Elohim of Creation; which is
An Individualized Process of Precipitation. This you can Embody in your own
mental consciousness, to externalize that which you require.
“Beloved Ones, We have come to a point where you, who are the builders of the
New Age, must enter into the Science of Creation. The slip-shod happenstance,
the hopeful, faithful consciousness, taking the bitter with the better, is not
enough! Such consciousness must be succeeded by a Scientific Process of
Creation, through your individual mental and feeling worlds, by which you
become and remain Master! Then you Channel for Us, into the world of form,
those Ideas and Patterns which will Create the Nucleus of the Permanent
Golden Age, which Your Great Master, Friend and Patron, Saint Germain so
desires to make manifest. Through Whom shall this Age come, but yourselves?
“At this time, Saint Germain has no one else embodied here, through whom He
can work, but yourselves; those who Love Him and have Served Him through

the years. You are the open door! Have you thought that through? This means
that your mind is a channel, through which must be lowered the ideas that fill
the Realm in which He abides and then, through your minds, vitalized by your
feelings, they must be precipitated into manifest expression, for the blessing of
life. Therefore, your minds may be trained in the use of the powers which are
the gifts of the Elohim. Follow Me closely, now, please!
“Preceding all manifestation comes the desire; then the DECISION and WILL
TO DO! Preceding all activities in the outer world of form, you, too, first desire
and then make a decision to use your life to endeavour to externalize some
pattern, or plan. I Represent that Activity to the Elohim, and you represent that
pattern for mankind!
“The Creation of ‘A Call To Grace’ is the Will To Do of one person who
through his Power to Anchor My Will To Do in his Heart has come to fruition.
Now is your turn to do the same, for without that Will of yours, your
manifestations shall remain happenstance and without definition or clarity.
This is your First Step to bring into physical matter, your Desire to ease the
pressures that have built up within the Earth’s Crust, not just in the Cascadia
Zone, but throughout the whole world.
“Remember Me, Hercules, as you move forward now, please do not accept such
great limitation in your individual selves, when you know it only requires the
exercise of the WILL, within you, to draw forth ALL; ALL THAT YOU
REQUIRE!
“I WILL TO BE GOD FREE! In the name and by the Power of Hercules, I
WILL TO BE A GOD INCARNATE!
“Say it with all your hearts! Mean it! If Buddha and Jesus did it, if Mother
Mary and Kwan Yin (the Goddess of Mercy) did it, if Moses and Saint Patrick
did it, cannot you? Ah, yes, my children! You are the Pillars of Hercules! You
are Myself, in Action!
“I shall return again tomorrow to speak of the Importance of this Will, God
Bless you!
“I Am Hercules of the Seven Mighty Elohim in your Service”.
Bless you Hercules and Amazonia, you are Dearly Loved!

Their is a lot of wisdom in this address to truly get a grip with this Scientific Process to
Create anything you desire in your life; nothing is denied you, NO THING! To expand on
this within the Elemental Grace Alliance is this Discourse. It is called 09- Protecting The
Future – The Elemental Grace Alliance Council – Helios and Vesta – 29th July, 2015
look out for it!
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The Importance and Power of the WILL

“Beloved ones, if you were to concentrate upon the Law as we give it, you could come from a
consciousness of limitation, into one of complete freedom, very quickly. It all depends upon
how much you WILL TO BE, YOU WILL TO DO and YOU WILL TO BECOME!
“As Lord Buddha sat in contemplation, searching for the fullness of truth, it was his WILL
which drove his consciousness up through every sphere, until he reached what he considered
to be the “ultimate.” It would not let Him abide long in the pleasures of any sphere of beauty
which was less than the full perfection of the heart of the eternal. When He stood in the
Presence of the Angels, when He heard the Songs of the Celestial Choirs, it was His WILL
which enabled Him to forego the happiness and freedom of staying in those realms. His
WILL drove His Consciousness through, into the Heart of Truth. When He finally did stand,
consciously, in the Heart of Truth and Realized Himself there, in that God Free Estate, it was
His WILL, again, which brought His consciousness back to Earth, in order that He might
give, to mankind, the Truths Embodied in His Experience.
“It was the WILL in the hearts of Joshua and his followers, which brought down the walls of
Jericho, as they marched around them. It was the WILL, in the heart of Jesus Christ, which
enabled Him to walk that road to Calvary, which burst the tomb asunder and which enabled
him to Ascend into the fullness of His Perfection (His Ascension), in the Presence of some
five hundred.
“In the case of Saint Germain, at the time of his embodiment as Columbus; one fearless and
determined man, among many fear ridden and doubting sailors; it was his WILL which

carried his groaning ship, the Santa Maria, across the ocean. It was the WILL of the early
patriots, which brought forth America as a land of freedom.
“THAT WHICH A MAN WILLS, HE SHALL HAVE, for the WILL is the Magnetic Power of
the Godhead in the Heart which does invoke and bring to man that which he desires.
“One day, on a small island in the North Sea (in Ireland), one man, who is, today known as
St. Patrick, stood praying, earnestly, for his people. He stood there in the sun, in the rain and
in the windy gale and even the coming of the Mighty Cosmic Being Victory, could not make
him desist. Mighty Victory said to him: “Patrick, descend again and do not press God
further.” Patrick, unmoved, answered him: “I WILL to remain here until I have the word of
Almighty God that my people shall not know spiritual death!”
“Again came the Great Victory and said: “Patrick, go down from this hill in peace.” Patrick
again answered him: “I WILL to remain until my prayer is answered.” Finally, he did
receive that for which he had prayed.
“It was the WILL of Moses, on Mt. Sinai, which brought to him the Ten Commandments. It is
YOUR WILL which has brought you to what you are, today. You have used but such a small
part of it! Ah, children, God’s WILL for you is the fullness of all good, all opulence, all
beauty, all freedom! Give me the man or woman who will not accept a partial payment from
life! He who says, in the calm dignity and mastery of his own heart, “I WILL to be God
Free!” He who holds his chin up, straightens his spine and proceeds along life’s way,
refusing death, refusing dissolution, refusing with the realization that what you WILL to be,
YOU WILL BE. What you WILL to manifest, must come, for it is the Law!
“I Am Hercules, “Remember Me, as you move forward now, please do not accept such great
limitation in your individual selves, when you know it only requires the exercise of the WILL,
within you, to draw forth ALL; ALL THAT YOU REQUIRE!
“I WILL TO BE GOD FREE! In the name and by the Power of Hercules, I WILL TO BE A
GOD INCARNATE!
“I Am In Your Service”.
So as part of this initiative to MAKE A DECISION, TTO WILL TO DO AND TO WILL
TO BE, then you are now being invited to make up your own Invocation based on Invoking
Beloved Hercules and Amazonia to join and align with YOU within this first Step of
Precipitation; to make YOUR choice about what YOU desire and how YOU wish to create
YOUR part within this Pressure Release for Mother Gaia, and more importantly, the
pressures within you that remain stuck, that no longer serves you.
You are then invited within the next 24 hours or so, for we must move on, to publish that
Invocation upon the group discussion here. Your free will to do or not to do, will be
acknowledged as your commitment to Hercules and Amazonia in this process.

In The meantime, I offer this Prayer as an overall Prayer when and if you wish to bring into
manifestation that which you desire. Use it wisely and with Heart Felt passion. Without the
Emotion of Passion and Divine Love it will have little effect! Use this Prayer as part of your
Divine Focus if you like and then one by one call upon each of the Mighty Elohim as we
shall describe for you in this journey of A God Awakening and allow each part to follow this
Scientific Law of Precipitation.
Mighty Elohim Prayer of Invocation
“Beloved Mother Father God, Almighty I Am Presence, Holy Spirit; Dear Jesus
The Christ in Me, Bestow and Grant unto me in this Eternal Instant, Your Love and
Light, for I Am Your Son/Daughter as You Created Me!
“I Am Showered with Your Love, Wisdom and Power. I Am Bathed in Your
Guidance and Direction, Your Upliftment and Enlightenment for the greatest
potential growth of my Soul at every Moment. Do not limit my expansion Oh Lord,
for I Am That I Am and cannot be limited to a single dimensional realm. Bring
forth all remaining lessons for me to complete so My Soul can return back to the
Wholeness You Are!
“I call upon the Seven Mighty Elohim to surround me and sit upon the Alter of My
Heart, the very Core of My Being endowing me with Your Divine Virtues and
Attributes so that I may Create Instantaneous That which is My Desire, that which
God’s Desire for me to create for My Quality of Life and Freedom of Spirit.
“Come Forth Beloved Hercules and Amazonia, and Bless Me with Your Power to
make firm and instantaneous decisions for each of the Creations that God Desires
to manifest through me. Grace me with the WILL TO DO THY WILL! Help me
with prayerful thoughts for the application to set the Seven Steps of Precipitation
into motion. Support me by enveloping me with your Enthusiasm and Feelings of
Joy to bring them forth. Hold steady my Mental Body so that I truly hold GOD’S
WILL, The Will To Do, the Will To Be within My Supreme Mind.
“Mighty Cassiopea and Minerva come forth and show me the PERCEPTION and
the Perfectly Clear Picture, the ILLUMINATION of the Desires That God Wills for
Me. I wish to know the best, most simple and most efficient ways of bringing such
Creations forth for the GREATEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED.
“May The Flame of Beloved Orion and Angelica, imbue me with Your Love to
make manifest His Desires. I Will To Create in PERFECTION and so Your Love
will show me the way to do this.
“Beloved Claire and Astrea Envelope me in your PERFECT PURITY, so that I can
fully embrace the exact design and instruction of GOD’S IDEA. Show me Dear

Ones how not to change any of the Divine Patterns with selfish desire or
unconscious self motivation.
“Almighty Vista and Crystal Empower me with the confidence and ability to hold
the CONCENTRATION to see GOD’S DESIRED CREATION through me to be
Wholly fulfilled and completed.
“Elohim Arcturus and Diana charge me with Your RHYTHM so that I may
regularly and diligently perform my task.
“Oh Beloved Peace and Aloha come to me and surround me with your PEACE,
Harmony and Joy and embed, enfold and embrace GOD’S DESIRED CREATION
through Me with these qualities so that HIS CREATION will not deteriorate, fail,
fall apart, become incomplete or be opposed by negative energies and when
complete remain so, for as long as it is prescribed by The Will of God. SEAL AND
PROTECT GOD’S CREATION through Me with Your PEACE AND LOVE! Bless
You All with My Loving Heart!
I Am That I Am! – And So It Is!
If you desire success in this undertaking Know that you will have to put your Heart and
Soul into this, your level of commitment will determine its levels of achievement and
manifestation. As Hercules said;
“Everything that has ever been accomplished on the plane of Earth or in the plane of
Heaven has been accomplished by men and women of decision; by Angels, Elementals
and Devas of Decision; by Beings who have voluntarily chosen to combine the Energies
of their lives with the WILL TO DO! Without that WILL TO DO, there is no permanence
of accomplishment”!
Bless You All and may you be filled with The Will To Do, The Will To Be!
Peter

